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This research with the title the factor of inhibitor participation women politic in president election in 2009, this research has background by the lack of participation women in president election in 2009 in Pekon Kampung Jawa we can see the presentation of women not choose has the high presentation until 29% if compare with others village in Pesisir Tengah Kabupaten Lampung Barat.

The purpose of research to identification and expound the factor inhibitor participation women politic in president election 2009 in Pekon Kampung Jawa Kabupaten Lampung Barat. The method of research have used there is; descriptive quantitative. The writer use questioner, interview, and documentation to roundup the data. The technique of roundup the data use editing, coding, tabulation and interpretation data with analysis data use presentation technique.

The result of research factor inhibitor participation women politic there are; first, factor internal there are; from education view, culture view, family view, and women view it self, it can see from the result of interval presentation inhibitor as many 60% or people give answer in category “medium”, second, whereas the inhibitor of the external factor as many 55% 36 people the category answer “medium”. The result of presentation recapitulation factor inhibitor participation women politic in president election in Pekon Kampung Jawa it can see from the internal and external factor to be inhibitor categorize “high” from two of factors there are: see from internal factor and from women view it self.